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ABSTRACT
Several:studies have begun to investigate thk claim

that children can make most phonological discriminations when they
begin tc speak. This paper investigates how well. childrenraged 2;3 to

. 2;11 can discriminate tetween.pairs of minimally different real
words, and it shows that #e results are affected by how well the
children know the words.. It is argued that in score earlier studies
not kncwing the words lie,11 enough may have given the impression of
worse discrimination abilities. The present study makes several_
.sethodological improvementson the earlier studies.- Pilot work had.
suggested that how well children know the words interfered. filth the
results, so this variable was made a central part of the-study. Also,
on the assumption:that children around two-and-a-half' years of age
can iake many of the dicrisinations, those discriminations Ieast
likeIy.tc be known were investigated.. (Author/NCR)
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pp paper investigates now well children aged 2;3 to 2;11 can discriminate
between pairs of idniatally-different Teal words, and it Shows that the
results areaffected by how yell th children know the words. It is
argued that in some- earlier studies not -knowing the words well enough
may have given the impression of worse discrimination abilities: The
.-present study makes several methodological improvements on the earlier
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Several studies, inclUding Garnica (1971, 1973) and Edwards (1974),
have-begun to investigate the claim of Shvachkin (1948) that children
can make most phonological discriminations when they begin to speak. This

41k,cistudies.

Pilot woikhad su ested that how well children knew the words
interfered with the results and so this variable was made a cenfis.1 part
of this study: On the assumption that children around' two and ..a half
years of age can Ake many of the discriminations, thoSe discriminations
ledst likLy to be known were investigated.

Subjects and materials.

,

. The subjects were twenty children aged from 2;3 to 2;11 (mean 2;7)
why were attenaing various playgroups in'the area.

There were twenty pair§ of words to be dtscriminated (see--Appendix).
The_pairsNwere chosen sa that the two word; were itmo-syllables that

` differed from edch.other in only one distioctiVe phonological feature
- of tee segment' (and there were some ''intuitively' difficult pairs) . The
words were names'Of objects thatthe children were likely to know and
which could be easily illustrated.

Eacb pairs of words_was'illuttrated -on a separate Ilanguage-waste,, r'
-card: These cardS are apprOximately.10 x 25cm. and-two channels of
Sound track can be recorded an them. Instructions. were recorded o each
card: for example,-one card had illustrations of the.pair. 'goat' and

ome of these results werepreSented at the.Third International
Child guage Symposium ,London 1975. ,Thisvork.was supped by

,Science Research.Council Research Studentship..
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'coat': "point to the goat" was recorded o4 one track and "point to .the'
coat" on the other track. The recordings were by an 'adult ferigle.speaking
in-a normal voice.

Procedure.
. .

The children were tested individually-either-at home or at their.
-playgroup; some children were, tested in two sessions of half the cards
and the ones who tried more quickly were tested in a larger number of
'shorter sessions. Sessions varied in length from.twenty to forty minutes:
All sessions for any'child, were completed within ten days. While being
tested, the subject sat on one side of the machine, a mOdifiei 'language-
master', where he could see the illustrations and the experimenter sat on
the other side where he could-operate the controls. By using recorded"
stimuli in this situation-the possible influence of'non-linguistic cues
was greatly reduced. In carrying out the task the children soon. learned
to feed the cards into the machine and it was this they attended to

rather than the experimenter. # ; =

There were two stages in the experiment. The first stage was the
identification of the words. All the cards to be used in the session
were presented randomly one at a rime with no soundtrack; ,The ehi4d was
asked to identify each picture in turn. If he was unable to, he was
prompted until each picture could be consistently. identified: Three -

categiories.wAre used here. If_thechild named -a picture before the
experimenter, then the word was recorded as named; if the experimenter
-ptanted it only once (usually by wing "can you see a ... anywhere?) and
the child pointed it out and coulA later identify it; then it was recorded
as prompted; lastly, if the experimenter hid to name it more than once
(with perhaps some explanation of its use, etc.)! then it was recorded
as taught.

This part of the sesison was not finA.shed gntilall the words could
be identitifed by the child. :To check on taught,words, it was accepted
that a child could identify a particular word if he could consistently
discriminate it when it was contrasted with monosyllables that differed
from it in all segments. For example, one could check 'log' by contrasting
it with 'cat' and 'head': Identification was checked in,this 'non-
minimal' situation and it was not necessary for the child td -produce
every world.

The.secbnd stage of the experiment was the discrimination.o the

pairs. "Ix this stake the cards were presented-With the sound tick on.\

They were presented one ;at a time and the_child responded by picking out
one of 'the pair of illustrations. When all the c4rds,had been prespntel
\once, the procedure vas repeated. This continued for five presentations,
of eaCh pair; which track was heard was random with ,the provise that by
the end there'were at least' two instances of each track, for each card.
If the. child failed to respond- at any point the same cara was repeated'
until the child responded. He was not told whether or not his tesponses
were correct: If a child got all five presentations of a card correct,
then it was assumed that he could- discriminate that fair; otherwise,

t



there-were further trials to give .a total of twenty trim . Thitwas to'
'establish whether the errors were just chance errors or whether.: the
discrimination was not being made. The criterion used was 15 correct
trials out of 20 tp< 3%). (For statistical rationale, see Barton 1975).

ultsRes

. -41_

remaining seven-subJects did only e:icards.each (a rand .ten). _These
. _1 _ __ -__ _._ _ _ _

only

= Of the twenty- subjects, thirteen completed all tweet cardt; the

seven subjects did nOt.COMplete for'various practical reasons,. but it
Should be stressed that none of them dropped outbecause'of:diffittlty
with any, part Cf-the.experiment;

: ..

OieraII about half the words were named by the children, 30% were
prompted and the remating 20% taught. Some errors were nade with
named words,..more were made with prompted. words and even more with taught
wow. (The details are given in figure 1). Most of the failures v)
discriminate that occurred did so where at Ieast_.0ne of the pair was
a taught word. (This wasdespite the fact tha? these taukht worda could
be identified correctly in the now-minimal situation.` In these cases
it was not possible to know whether the difficulty was with the discrimin-
ation or whether it lay-in-not knowing, these taught words adequately. To
avoid` the interfering effectt of_taught words, the results are first_

-considered excluding any pair containing'a-taught word..
. ,

.

Fizure 1.

Error -rates for namedpromptedand-tauzht words.
(in first.five presentations of each pair)

nadedwords

.-prompted words

.

overall

no.

errors
no.

presen-
tations

7error
rate.

86

T

94

156

794 10.8.

487

369

19.3

42;3

336 "1650
2

.4

The results have been idebled into four categOris (see ure 2
on next page). The first category (s,') indicates how often all the
first five presentations were discriminated correctly. This occurred

- .
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on over 80% of instances. The °Childree could make efiese discriminations
. .

/

unt4uivocally; p4ereeven appeared to be afaster teactioli time:for these
discriminations, although it was not measured in this experimen . The :

second category (-) represents those instances when at least .15/ trials

out of 20 triati were 'correct-; in this category the children made the -

discrimination but n9t\perfectly. This accounted for a further 1A% of

instances: Together these.two cateeries, where'an afaility to dis.crimidate
was demonstrated., account for nearly all. the results* In tie( eMaining

L instancesthere appearef to be two distinct patterns of reSionseL there;

was random responding, -where the-child chose randomIybetwe0 the pair of
pictures, and there was'biased responding, where he ok_shd..consistent
-hose one of the pickures and ignored the= other: Different intevpreta-.-

.

tions can:,probably be put on random responding end biased' tesponding.
=For pairs fallinOin these two-categories 4i has.not4een,'demonsfrated

under:1 that' the children could no circumstances discriMindie them, lint
.

- only that they ..failedidin tilissituatton.
_ .

/ Figure

fie su its c lud jag pair s containing taught words.

Card number T. 2: 3 4 5 6-7-8-9-1011-1-2-5 1r6. : ._ : '19 .-20 7

. -

Total su
tested

.,

ect s
13`.18 19 16 15. 9

.,.

16 14 16 20 -16 17 17 19 15 1S .. 19-.15 t4

Untaught.
_mitTetts*

. 3 18 16 15 0 .17 13. 12 14 11 15 7 .13 U
....:

17 (1,

_

Results
(no. of
subjects)

=
1 13
2. 2.

1
; 2

1014
5 1 ..

1

". g
5
'.

9'

2
1

,

1

7
1.
-

10 12
1..2
.1

-10..- 5 .

1 '-
--

.64,

I.
4`: 12

1

'10

-1,-
.

16%

.

,

1
1

:.

N

* i:e. -those whom neithtr member of
pair" was taught.

/ consistently correct
some errors but better
responding

/ X random responding
13 consistent bias to' one

For list of pairs, 'see appendik-

1.73-
31

6

3

81;3%

2.8%
1.4%

than chance

of the pair:

In interpr4ing these' results; one wants to knOw Illf this 4ioility_ to

discriminate. is limited to pairs of words known 'by the( children. WW ,

in

pairs
well

one or both of thewords had to be tangh the subjects did

less well at the discrimination task; nevertheleiS, most instances

he pairsntere discriminated. The results_ for thse airs are displayed
----It\

u e F
in figure 3.
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' i)" These results: show a general. ability to make the phonological

-.discriminations thatwere tested. Overall, -the children could do idsmost. . - ..___ _of .the-discr ations. Individually, they Tanged4from those who could
..--., . make only some of "ti e: to four children who did them all-!

Perfectly. Th rbeedure used seemed simple. enough for there to be\a high
leVel 6f nnequi cal -reiponding and teak difficulty did not seem to inter-

- fere with" the reaUlts. The pairs tested covered_ a wide range of phono-
logical distctions and. it should be recalled that at the beginning
pairs were chos en that were thought to be most 'likely to -give difficulties.
(The results. of dividuil children .and the relative difficulty of dif-

*'' ferent parrs. ,wil bey dealt witfi elSeWhete; briefly, no statistically-
. significant 'ord of acqxriSitiont was apparent) . _

e A __ ':- - "
ii) Far

_

more difficulty was experieneed--when- the children did not
previously know the words. With the'biased -results- it tended to be the -

ease-that one word- was named (or prompted) and the bther taught, and -
that the bias was towardg the named word. WithSome-Subjects, in the,
middle of testing it seemed that tris,- . did not know certain and that

.

a mistake had geen- made in -the. firti part of the experiment; _however,: on'
retesting non-minimally in the middle of the experiment they were.able to
identify these taughl.wordS. (It is possible that in the non-Minimai
,situation they'were dividing the knowng7taught pair into 'known/unknown, ,

.and that they were responding on this =basis: This ;seems unlikely, however:
in Vincent-Smith et al (1974) ehildrenwere taught unknown words by pairing
then with words; ,the children could latil.r' correctly .choote the words-
wheii unknoWnitinknova pairs were tested.)
N.. ,. .

iv% . -
s These taught words were spread; throughout the pairs and they'did

not seem to 'be .Similar 'Phonologically.' There was no evidetce_that children
at this ageavoided and did not know certain phonoltgically diffiCurt
words: ere words were not known by ninny children, the reason was

,
-



probably that they were uncommon words. Age was important_here; there_
was some correlation of age with overall performance, but the-main problem'

for the younger children wgs tHat they knew fewer of the'woids.

'iii) These results highlight a.problem that-aribes in studies
that make use 4-invented words, which are all taught.- This is the problem
that errors may,come from not knowing the words.well,- rather than fr6m
an Inability to discriminate. This may affedt the results-Of such studies

-'and' it may explain results :that .ciaim that older children cannot make

theSe discrimidations. to give °db. example; ali of the Children in this
study Could-do sOmeof the discriminations wheie the pairs differed in
the phonological features of .voicing and there are very few-cases where
4 disCriminatiod was not made; in Oarnica.(1971) none of the' three
"children tested on the initial pib discrimination (aged 2;9, 2;10 and
3-5) suceeded- and, inKpenigsknecht & Lee (1968) an error-rate of 36%
is reerted for voicing in three year olds. This may affect studies using
invented words and it-also. needs- td be taken into account when the stimuli
are real words- In one study (Locke -(1971) ), bne pair of-words was
'excluded from the analysis because-the more familiar word of the two was.
constantly ch-Osen;"HOwever..the interfering effects of hpW well the words .

--were known may have been-tore widespread.

Using real words is 'Of course; a constraint: in that not all the
.possible minimal pairs of.English can be tested. To test-Tcertain

criminations, invented words-have to be used (and they Have the advantage
that'at,the begiwning they are all equally unknown). One, therefore,

has to be sure-that they are'taught.adequately. In an experiment with
lounger children, using real words that they-may not knOwI have tried

to overcome this by.never'testing non=Eivimnlj.y on the same sessioA that

!,they are taught the wordS.. In this way the children have-to remember
.-

the words for at least ada. . .

iv), In:demonst ting that chiidren.can ma these discriminations,

I am not suggest' g that the features rePleient perceptual dimedsions;
rather, this btu y is concerned with the acquisitiOn of these features
as classificator dimensions. In some studies, for example-those using
the Shvachkin-Garnica technique, both words for.comparison are presented
togethet,in'the-testing situation and there can be.some auditory comparison
by,the c ild; on the other hand, in the situation described here the two
words a e never presented. together and any comparison is idternal. 1(In
thig:r spect the. Shirachkin-Garnica technique %tires a s' pier task.); The

first aradigm is testing a surface contrasts (and it may not

tap t e minimal phonological comparisons-in use),Whife in thesecond
par gm the subject- hag to refer ,to some internal representation before

ma a judgement. Hopefully, this process is mediated by the phono-

logi al classitiOatiops.used subject.
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List of minimal pairs used.

1. log Icick

,, 2. grass glass
3. . -'ng ring
4. ba bag
5. froc frog '.
6. mouth muse
7. coat gc4..t

'8: lock rock
9. curl girl
10. seat feet
11. mat bat
12. goat bOat
13. clown crown
14% cat cap
15. chain
16. pie tie
17. head hen
18. bear pear
J 9. guard .card

20, cloud clown
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